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IMPORTANT: TURN OFF POWER AT MAIN FUSE OR CIRCUIT
BREAKER BOX BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION.

1. Attach mounting bar securely to ceiling
junction box with two machine screws
(supplied with junction box) through slot at
each end of mounting bar. Note: mounting
bar should be installed with "GND" imprint
and/or two dimples facing down.
FIXTURE
GROUND
2. Fasten one hex nut about 3/4" down from
WIRE
one end of threaded pipe. Then screw same
3/4"
end of threaded pipe into center hole in
mounting bar. At this point test install the
canopy onto ceiling through this threaded
1/2" MACHINE
pipe and make certain 3/8" of pipe protrude
below the canopy. If not, then adjust the
SCREWS
(NOT
threaded pipe location by screwing up or
SUPPLIED)
down accordingly. Once correct threaded
pipe location has been adjusted, remove
HEX NUTS
canopy and tighten hex nut against
mounting bar. Make certain not to spin
THREADED threaded pipe during tightening.
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3. Fasten another hex nut onto bottom end of
threaded pipe. Bring up 1/2" from bottom
end of pipe to bottom side of hex nut. Then
fasten screw collar into same end of pipe
and lock into position by tightening hex nut.

CANOPY

4. At this point decide how much chain to use,
including one additional adjustable chain
link at top end, so the fixture hangs at
desired height. Spread open the chain link
you have decided to remove and discard
unused links. See Fig. 1.
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5. Put the open link through the fixture loop and
close the link so the chain is locked to it.
6. Slide collar ring and then canopy down the
chain.
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7. Take adjustable chain link, twist open the
locking tube, and then hook onto top end of
chain. Then grabbing onto chain firmly lift
fixture and hook the same adjustable chain
link onto screw collar which has been
mounted onto ceiling. Close back the
locking tube of adjustable chain link.
Pull ends of
link to open.
We
recommend
use of chain
pliers, which
are designed
for this
purpose. (Not
included)

Fig. 1

Correct

Twisting ends to
open chain may
cause links to
snap apart.
Do not open
chains this way.
Note: Chain
length should be
determined prior
to installation of
lighting fixture.
It is not
recommended to
adjust chain
height with
fixture attached. Incorrect

8.Take the fixture ground wire (without plastic
insulation) and weave up through the chain
links, and then through screw collar and
threaded pipe. Repeat with fixture wires
(with plastic insulation).
9. Cut any excess fixture wires and ground
wire leaving only about 8" length from top
end of threaded pipe. Take fixture wires and
tie a knot above threaded pipe. Then split
fixture wires and strip off 3/4" of plastic
insulation from each end.
10. Fixture wires connection:
Connect fixture wires to supply wires per
below chart. Wire connectors not included;
and use electrical tape to secure wire
connector and wires together.
Connect Clear, Brown,
Connect Clear, Brown,
Gold or Black *Parallel
Gold or Black *Parallel
Wire without tracer
Wire with tracer (square &
(round & smooth) or Black ridged) or White Fixture
Fixture Wire to:
Wire to:
Black or Red Supply Wire or White Supply Wire or
Insulated Wire (other than Insulated Wire (other than
green) with silver conductor
green) with copper
conductor
* Fixtures normally use
parallel wires (SPT 1 & Copper
SPT 2), of which the tracer
wire is shaped square or
ridged and the without
tracer wire is shaped round
Silver
or smooth.

Smooth

Ridged

Note: Make certain no loose conductors
protrude outside of wire connectors. And
make certain all wires are securely held
together by wire connectors.
11. Ground wire connection:
Connect fixture ground wire to supply
ground wire (usually with green insulation)
with wire connector.
Note: If there is no supply ground wire at
ceiling juction box then attach fixture
ground wire securely onto green grounding
screw located at mounting bar.
Important: Never connect ground wire to
black or white supply wires.
12. Once all wires are connected, tuck them
carefully into junction box. Then raise
canopy against the ceiling and lock into
position by screwing collar ring onto screw
collar.
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